UK 090 DEVELOPMENTAL UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned). (1-3)
This course allows offering of developmental topics to assist students to reach proficiency in an academic area prior to taking credit-bearing courses. This course is not available for degree credit towards a bachelor’s degree. Each proposal must be approved by the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education. A particular title may be offered no more than twice, after which a permanent course should be developed. Prereq: To be determined by the instructor.

UK 095 ACADEMIC PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM QUANTITATIVE REASONING. (1)
UK 095 provides preparation for UK Core Liberal Arts Mathematics, MA 111, through individualized instruction offered in a laboratory setting. Students progress at their own pace to achieve course goals with assistance in class by an instructor and peer educator. Course topics include arithmetic, beginning algebra, problem solving, and applications (word problems). UK 095 is not recommended for students planning to take MA 109. Prereq: UK 095 is a required course for students scoring less than 19 on the Math ACT or less than 460 on the SAT or less than 500 on the SAT2016 AND less than 30 on the UK math placement exam.

UK 096 ACADEMIC PREPARATION PROGRAM FOR COLLEGE ALGEBRA. (1)
UK 096 is one of two options to meet the requirements for College Readiness at UK. UK 096 provides accelerated preparation for MA 109. Topics include arithmetic, algebra, rational equations, polynomials, exponential functions, problem solving, and applications (word problems). Prereq: UK 095 or UK 096 is required for students scoring less than 19 on the Math ACT OR less than 460 on the SAT OR less than 500 on the SAT2016 AND less than 30 on the UK math placement exam.

UK 100 UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned). (1-3)
This course permits the offering at the introductory level of special courses of an interdisciplinary, topical, or experimental nature. Each proposal must be approved by the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education. A particular title may be offered at most twice under the UK 100 number. Students may not repeat under the same title. Prereq: Will be set by instructor.

UK 101 ACADEMIC ORIENTATION. (1-2)
This course is designed to assist undergraduates in adjusting to the academic life of the University. Through lectures, discussions, exercises, and out-of-class assignments, UK 101 helps first-year students: articulate the purpose and nature of a college education at a research university; articulate UK’s expectations of its students; gain an appreciation of the University’s mission, history, and traditions; develop skills for achieving academic success such as study strategies and library research skills; increase awareness and use of campus resources; reflect on personal and social issues that first-year students often face in a college environment; become involved in the total life of the University; and form beneficial relationships with students, faculty, and staff.

UK 110 PASS/FAIL UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned). (1-3)
This course permits the offering at the introductory level of special courses of an interdisciplinary, topical, or experimental nature. Each proposal must be approved by the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education. A particular title may be offered at most twice under the UK 100 number. Students may not repeat under the same title. Prereq: Will be set by instructor.

UK 120 ACADEMIC PREPARATION PROGRAM READING. (1)
UK 120 provides supplemental instruction in reading to support the development of reading and study strategies. UK 120 is offered as a co-requisite course for UK Core classes, particularly those meeting the Foundations of Inquiry in the Social Sciences, Foundations of Inquiry in the Physical and Mathematical Sciences, and Foundations of Inquiry in the Humanities. UK 120 is required for students scoring less than 20 on the Reading ACT. Prereq: UK 120 is required for first semester, first time students scoring less than 20 on the ACT.

#UK 125 APP READING AND WRITING. (3)
The Academic Preparation & Placement Program supports UK students in meeting college readiness benchmarks in Reading & Writing and prepares them to be successful in their major. By the end of this course students will demonstrate college readiness through the development of transferable skills necessary for success across disciplines and within their major. Specifically, students will be able to process, retain, and analyze multiple texts as a key process in producing well-constructed composition and communication assignments within future coursework. Prereq: Students with an ACT scores below 18 in English and/or 20 in Reading or an SAT (evidence-based reading and writing) score below 480 should be enrolled in UK 125. This course replaces UK 120 and 130. UK 125 prepares students for success in CIS and WRD 110.
UK 130 ACADEMIC PREPARATION PROGRAM WRITING WORKSHOP.  
UK 130 is a required course for students scoring less than 18 on the Writing ACT OR less than 430 on the SAT. UK 130 provides guided instruction in composition and communication in preparation for the UK Core required courses CIS 110 or WRD 110. Prereq: UK 130 is a required course for students scoring less than 18 on the Writing ACT OR less than 430 on the SAT AND less than the minimum score on UK Placement Test in Writing.

UK 150 CAREER AND MAJOR EXPLORATION (Subtitle required).  
This course is designed to provide a basic structure for first- or second-year undergraduate students to discover career options based on interests and skills. Students will use self-exploration tools, speak with professionals in various industries, develop a resume, conduct informational interviews and produce a personal career action plan. Knowledge gained in this course will provide the structure to modify the plan as the student’s interests may change over time.

UK 201 ACADEMIC ORIENTATION FOR TRANSFERS.  
This course is designed to assist transfer students with prior academic or military credit in adjusting to the academic life at the University of Kentucky. Through lectures, discussions, exercises and out-of-class assignments, students will gain a better understanding of the challenges which they will encounter and, thus, will learn how to make effective use of the University's resources. Considerable attention will be directed to graduation and career planning.

UK 300 UNIVERSITY COURSE (Title to be assigned).  
This course permits the offering of special courses of an interdisciplinary, topical, or experimental nature. Each proposal must be approved by the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education. A particular title may be offered at most twice under the UK 300 number. Students may not repeat under the same title. Prereq: Will be set by instructor.

UK 301 CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES (Subtitle required).  
A study of a non-Western or Third World culture (or cultures) through an examination of its cultural, artistic, social, political, economic or religious traditions. The particular culture(s) to be studied and the approach to be adopted will be determined by the instructor. Each course proposal must be approved by the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education and students may not repeat the course under the same subtitle. May be repeated to a maximum of nine credits.